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 I had (/got) my hair cut yesterday.   
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z�Ìl��/����'*��   I have my teeth checked twice a year. 
z�Ël�¹/��È¹�É���$��  I have my car serviced(/inspected) once a year. 
À�"¢h!t¿/��'*���$��  I have groceries from co-op delivered on Fridays. 
	À/�+º%��'*��²��,�  I need to have the money sent(/transferred). 
w/SK5WP��'*��²��,�  I need to have my house remodeled.  
kÁ/_��'*��²��,�   I need to have a spare key made. 
�!p¬�/®´��'*��²��,�  I need to have this contract translated. 
�q"Æ/f��'*�������  She should have her hair cut. 
<KE/o���'*������)�  You should have your shift changed. 
�"e¦/�*-,!��r��"���  He doesn’t like having his picture taken. 
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���/a¡��'*�$���   I had the washing machine repaired (/fixed). 
���Æ/Ç�&�'*�$���  I had my hair dyed black yesterday.  
���°�/���'*�$���  I had a cavity pulled (out) yesterday. 
OCT�"¾x�¯�/½0�'*�$��� I had my baggage carried(/taken) to my room at the hotel. 

I?:V/HW=RV1AM��'*�$��� I had my computer upgraded. 
§"]¡{�@9AE/Y¬��'*�$��� I had a ticket booked(/reserved) through the agency. 
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       We didn’t have new windows put in. It was too expensive. 
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�¼��/���'*�Yv���  I’m going to have a tree planted next week. 
n!�±/��'*�$��   We’re going to have our wall redecorated. 
�q"���<QUW/a¡��'*�Yv���  

Tomorrow, she is going to have the shower repaired(/fixed). 
�"�¼�>WB/7SWGV8��'*��.��  

He will have his suits cleaned next week. 
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Æf��Ï     Did you have your hair cut?  
I?:V�¥��'*��Ï   Did you have your computer repaired(/fixed)? 
���¤!�µ���Ï    When did you have your eyes checked?  
�!*�Ä��¨�µ��$�
Ï  How often do you have your teeth checked? 
���w�ÈNV6/Ém��'*��!Ï When did you have your house painted? 
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 I have the gardener take care of everything.   |y�d�!Ãb/³�'*��$�� 
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��¯�/	¾x$�½#�$� �  I’ll have him take(/carry) your bags to your room. 

}�NV6/m��'*�$��   I’ll have my brother paint the wall. 
�!«/¸
��\���$��   I’ll have someone put away these boxes. 
¸
��!¾x!�Â/�������)� You should have someone clean this room. 
34LD;2FW� HP/_��'*��� We had a web designer make our website. 
�"©��:JW/j*���   He had his secretary make copies. 
[�"��s`!Ãb/³�'*���$��  

I’m having my mom take care of my kids today. 
§"£uX�"��»��0���!�(+�� !��/��'*���$�� 

I'm having a neighbor water my plants and walk my dog while I'm away. 
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A�0:   I'm sorry, but Mr. Ando is out of the office right now. 
B�0:   Could you have him call me when he gets back, please? 

 
 
 

 Questions 
1 Have you ever had your hair cut too short?  Yes, when my mom cut it before. 
2 Have you ever had your head shaved?   No, I never have. 
3 When did you last have your eyes checked?  Last month. Good thing my vision was fine. 

4 Have you ever had a trip planned by a travel agent? I always have JTB plan my trips. 
5 When did you last have something delivered?  I had the sushi delivered last week. 
6 How often do you have your blood pressure checked? Every three months. 


